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ERASMUS+ STUDIES - UU Report 

Every student receiving an Erasmus+ STUDIES grant has to submit a UU report as well. Writing the UU report is one of the 
university’s conditions to receive and keep the grant. Only after submitting this report your Erasmus+ grant will be 
awarded definitively.  

Your report will be published (anonymously!) on the UU study abroad destinations webpage to inform UU 
students preparing an exchange or research period abroad. Not all of them are Dutch-speaking, therefore we 
prefer to receive reports written in English. 

Please use Tab to go to the next (text) box. 

family name*  

first name*  

student number*  

permission to publish 

contact details** 

See end note for * and ** 

optional; only if you allow students preparing for study abroad to contact you (directly) 

my e-mail address  yes: samibottu@gmail.com 

my weblog  yes:    

my Facebook account  yes:    

other (social) media  yes: instagram: @samibottu 

or 

 my contact details cannot be published on the UU webpage, but I do give 

the International Office permission to forward my e-mail address to individual 

students interested in my host university abroad:      @   

faculty/college Utrecht University 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD 

name study programme Innovation Sciences 

destination city & country Rome, Italy 

how did you travel to your 

destination? 
mix of train and plane 

name university abroad Roma Tre University 

start date 1 / 09 / 2022  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 24 / 01 / 2023  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

Application through the home university process. The home university nominates the students and begins the 

application process. Then the host university will contact the student with the required steps for the completion. 

The necessary documents are transcript of records, application letters, personal documents and the completion 

of the various erasmus documents such as learning agreements and erasmus+ grant applications. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

https://students.uu.nl/en/exchange-destinations
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Through the International Offices of the geoscience faculty. The communication occurred by email or by phone 

when necessary. During high enquires periods such as the application and enrolment phase the support can be 

slow, but always gets delivered. 

academic preparation 

No academic preparation was endured for this erasmus exchange. 

language preparation 

No language preparation was done for this particular exchange. 

finances 

I received the Erasmus+ grant which I obtained by applying through Osirirs. The procedure is not long but the 

money may arrive later than needed. 

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

The organisational system is very different to Utrecht University as processes are much more relaxed and 

everyone from staff to students are flexible with most things. For example, professors are very accomodating to 

the needs of students if they are bound by personal issues and use their personal time to help them if 

necessary. In other ways, professors are always easy to contact for help and they are very quick at responding. 

 

 

The system is also very different in a negative way however. The organisational system has a main flaw which is 

that no help is done to introduce the students to the local ways of doing things. A lot of informal and unwritten 

organisational procedures. For example, exam dates are not announced online or through a written form. They 

are announced during the class. 

 

 

academic quality of education activities 

3 out of the 4 courses that i took were incredible. Both GIS courses and the statistics course were very well 

structured, carried out very well by professors and really well taught. I received a lot of help as they were quite 

hard.  

 

Circular economy was not a well structured course and not at all useful for my academic career.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The system to contact the erasmus offices or any beaurocratic offices is very hard to use. It is impossible to get 

through to the helpdesk. It never works or the responses are extremely slow.  

Also they function in tickets, and they always class the query before having answered the questions. 

 

To get stuff done, one has to go directly to the offices and do things in person 

transfer of credits 

Good transfer of credits. 

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 
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The orientation process and welcome by ESN association was great. Amazing first three-four weeks of trips, 

sun, social life. Throughout the erasmus period the association always made sure there was something to do 

such as trips, nightlife or cultural activities. The members of the association are very nice and love to keep in 

contact with students to help them out and provide amazing trips.   

accommodation 

Accomodation is really hard to find. I began looking 3 months before the erasmus and could only find my room 

at the last minute. Moreover, the transport in Rome is messy and unpredictable so it is highly reccomendable to 

live near the metro B line and to some extent metro A. I was lucky enough to live near a metro B station but 

some students found it really hard to move around. 

leisure & culture 

Rome is filled with art, museums or incredible food. Living here is an experience that fulfils the stereotype. You 

can always enjoy eating at restaurants, go to concerts or bars. Its really busy and noisy and it feels like you've 

always got something to do. Moreover, the people are so friendly and accomodating. 

On top of that, there is a metro line that goes to the beach for 1.50euros which makes weekends at the beach 

routine. 

suggestions/tips 

I have given some tips above, but the main one is to be patient, everything takes a bit more time than it does at 

Utrecht but eventually everything works out. That is the way things are here and it works well.  

Go to the stadium as much as you can. 

Enjoy the student discounts from ESN and the various student discounts around the city for students. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Absolutely. I think this university provides a unique experience. It encourages personal growth and adaptation 

skills which are a useful characteristic to gain. Moreover, it is a period to really enjoy a beautiful city and an 

incredible country. The university also gives you the space to do a lot of traveling and visits. Their flexibility 

allowed me to do a lot of activities both with and outside the university. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

      

Save this UU report for your own records and upload the report in your Erasmus+ file/application in Osiris 
within 30 days after finishing your study abroad period and in ANY case before the final deadline! 
 
NOTE: Please upload in Word (.docx) so we can delete your *personal details between processing for grant 
purposes and publication on the website for future UU exchange students. **Contact details will only be 
included if and where permission has been given. 
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